BUCKEYE ARIZONA
ROA S T I N G C O M PA N Y
To Whom it may concern:
The exhaust systems on commercial coffee roasters generally
involve two exhaust pipes coming off roaster. The primary and most
important one is the one pulling air through the drum of roaster
and removing both smoke and chaff into a chaff unit that is cleaned
and emptied after several roasts. This exhaust piping should be
rated to handle heat up to 500F and have easy access for cleaning
periodically with a pipe brush or other tools. The secondary exhaust
pipe is from cooling tray.
COOLING TRAY EXHAUST:
The cooling tray is only used several moments per hour and its
purpose is to pull cool air into tray from above and exhaust all hot
air as well as a very limited ‘puff’ of smoke when drum door opens to
drop roast. This exhaust pipe will get very little heat and smoke and
will not need to be cleaned very often at all except to vacuum debris
that may jam air holes in tray. This can be achieved with a brush or
shop vac. The release of coffee oils into tray would be very limited
even if client takes coffee into second crack and most oils would
simply evaporate as it is pulled into exhaust pipes. There is rarely a
need to wipe oils from cooling tray although all surfaces should be
kept clean by wiping with a soft cloth to remove dirt or dust.

Shown below is a standard drawing of most roasters
and the two places where pipes exhaust hot air and
smoke out of building:

Thank you for becoming a client of buckeye coffee!
“Your Success is our Success”
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BC-24 HAS TWO EXHAUSTS: TOP
OFF CHAFF IS 125MM or 5”
Bottom Off Cooling Tray is
150MM or 6”

A standard setup of this type does not require any more exhaust
removal above the two pipes off chaff unit and cooling tray
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